
SOME PIONEERS OF COASTEERING

therefrom-the use of limpets as holds (a sharp tap makes them cling tight) and the
failure of limpets as portable holds (they do not cling tight if placed on unfamiliar
rock, but drop off into the sea). Except for one or two places, said Shadbolt, Sark
could be traversed between low-water mark and 50ft above high-water mark for
the whole 20 to 30 miles of its coastline. Porter in Shadbolt's obituary (AJ 79 284)
refers to one of the harder parts of this climb completed together in 1926.

Much of the traverse, which is mere walking and scrambling, cannot be classed
as climbing. It is however of considerable interest to note that it is all described in a
booklet Guide to the Coast, Caves and Bays of Sark by G. and L. Latrobe, first
published in 1914, and still on sale in a 5th Edition in 1976. The interplay of in
Auence between Shadbolt and the Latrobes is difficult to determine at this distance,

but undoubtedly this book has done much to perpetuate the legend of a traverse. 1

At the hands of these stalwarts, and more particularly of the first 3 of them, a
new climbing art form was evolved, peculiar one might feel to the varied cliff lines
and tidal ranges of these islands. Recent years have seen similar expeditions at
other parts of the coast-in N Cornwall, S. Devon and Dorset to name but a few.
Maybe one day Andrews's ambition will come to be worked out everywhere; it is an
exciting prospect for the future and one very !1?uch within the capabilities of more
moderate climbers.

Mountain landscape - erosion landforms
Charles Mont

The geologist's definition of a mountain, quoted by Basil Booth in 'Continents in
collision' (AJ 80 56) is very restricted:

' ... a mountain is not just an elevated area, it is also underlain by strongly folded and
faulted rocks, or indeed by large igneous masses such as granite bathol'iths or piles of
ancient volcano tuffs and lavas. If on the other hand the area is underlain by sedimentary
rocks which are more or less horizontal or gently dipping, they should not be called
mountains. '

The geographer's definition (A Dictionary of Geography, W. G. Moore, Penguin
Books, 1960) suggests a much wider scope:

'A mass of land considerably higher than its surroundings .. the summit area of a
mountain is small in proportion to the area of its base. Mountains may be formed by earth
movements, by erosion (the more resistant rocks being left while the softer rocks
surrounding them are worn away) or by volcanic action.'

The mountaineer, who can if he wishes eschew all science, will be satisfied with
Geoffrey Winthrop Young's:

'earth set a little higher above the face of earth.

ctimber and RamlJter (July 1977) reports a complete traverse of the Island coast during April
1977 by C. Kemp and C. Rhodes-'a 4-day marathon' of climbing, scrambling and
walking.
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MO TAl' LANDSCAPE-EROSION LANDFORMS

He accept, we can conclude, that all elevation of the earth' urface, ha ing more
or less hill-mountain form, fall within his purview,

It i interesting for a moment to digres and examine the difference ber"'een a
hill and a mountain, Our geographer above suggest that it i a maner of height
alone, the arbitrary changcover point depending on the location, The OED give
almost identical definition for the 2 word, qualifying 'mountain' by the
additional 'attaining an altitude which, relatively to adjacent elevation, is
impre ive or notable', 'Hill', it says, 'was fOlmerly the general term, including
what are now called "mountains"; after the introduction of the latter word
graduall restricted to heights ofless elevation, , , A more rounded and less rugged
oudine is usually connoted by the name.' This last distinction wa pointed out as
long ago as 1652 by Gerard Boate, who "Tote that hills are:

" , , those the which take up the more in length and breadth than is wanting to them in
height, ascending slopingl by degrees'

while mOuntains are:

'Lho e rh which \"ith an exce ive height rise up toward the kies',

Hills and mountain, all are embraced in Frank Smythe's integrating philo ophy
which, notably at ariance with the elitist tend ncies of the pre em age, linked the
hills of SE England with the highest Himalaya:

'Tho c who love hills need go no higher man Holmbury's ummit, They will di (over
there that height counlS for little and it i the hill that malleI'S, Low hills teach us that
height, be ir a mere two or three hundred feer, i omcthing precious, , "

82 The scarpJace ofthe Lower rGreensand, Surrey



MO NT IN LANDSCAPE-EROSION LA DFORM

All mountain everywhere exhibit ero ion phenomena and much of their
detailed shape i due to action b ice and now, wind or water. The pre ent article
deals with tho e mountain which owe their whole fOlm to the ero ion pro es and
ex lude tho e thru t up b' other agencie such a volcanic, folded and block
mountain (ee the earlier article in this serie on the Auvergne', AJ 77 190, 'the
Jura', AJ 7 146, 'the 0 ges' AJ 79 149), where the pre em landform broadly
exhibit the work of the original buildin force. Attention will be confined to hill
forms cr ated by ero ion from ub tantially Oat, domed or tilted strata.

J Earth pillar at EUJeigrle on the way to Evolena (Photo: Swiss National Tourist Office)

MOUNT IN LANDSCAPE-ERa ION LA 'DFORM

Almost horizontal trata ubjected (Q water erosion by river and stream are
carved into block and gorges; the rand Canyon of the ColOl'ado River i perhaps
the upreme example. Though this i arid country the river i opiou I fed by the
nows of the Rockie . The maximum depth i 1900m; the inner gOl'ge i ut illlo

300m of cry talline rock; and tone shales anq lime tone of varied colour ri
above in tep, which are teep for hard rock and gentler for oft. to rims van-ing
from 5 to 15 mile apart. These figures imply that ero ion ha taken pia e at the
colo sal rate of 5 cubi mile of material per mile of river. ide cream and other



MOUNTAIN LANDSCAPE-EROSIO LANDFORMS

differential erosion processes have left blocks of substantial form and dimension,
which are to all appearances mountains.

Where the beds are horizontal, an extensive hill CUt off on all sides by erosion
and surviving, maybe because of a capping of slightly more resistant rocks, is
known as a mesa. Wearing back on all sides eventually shrinks the mesa into an
isolated hill-ealled a butte in America, or a kopje in S Africa. The resulting hill·
form of soft rocks of easy slope alternating with harder steeper rocks may present a
considerable problem of ascent, such as for example the Monk's Cowl and many
other peaks of the Drakensberg (see AJ 78 27). Mesas and buttes are often found
where the beds flatten out after dipping offa mountain (see Fig).

The harder layers capping a mesa or a butte may in some cases be of volcanic
origin-lava in the form of surface flow or of sills intruded into other strata. A
previous article has drawn attention to a striking example in France, where lava
flowed along an original valley floor. Subsequent ero ion planed the surrounding
hills ever lower, while the lava sheet continued to protect the surface beneath it.
Eventually the landscape comprised new hills capped by lava rising above new
valleys where hills had previously been.

As an escarpment recedes on the other hand, vertical hard strata (dikes) are left
behind upstanding as walls of rock or as pinnacles attractive to the mountaineer.
Similar scouring by the sea on coastlines provides similar features there also for the
climber in the form of stacks and arches.

A kindred erosion phenomenon, on a smaller scale, is exhibited in the
remarkable earth pillars found in some mountain areas. These are produced by
rain erosion from comparatively soft materials, such as boulder clay, which contain
large resistant boulders. Such boulders when lajd bare by the erosion process act
thereafter as a sort of umbrella shielding the soft material below from further
attack. The resulting walls or pillars, with sides varying from 60° to vertical, often
reach to surprising heights before the capping falls off and they disappear in their
turn. Outstanding examples are to be found in the Val d'Herens in Switzerland,
Les Demoiselles Coiffees in the valley of the Ubaye in France, or nearer home at the
back of the beach at Matchcombe in Devonshire.

Where strata are domed by earth forces and the surface of the dome is
subsequently eroded away by rivers flowing radially, the final landform presents
steep (scarp) slopes towards the original centre and gentler (dip) slope away from it
(see Fig). There is an important and familiar example in the Weald of SE England,
where the scarp slopes of the and S Downs face one another across hills of
considerably older rocks which were at a much lower level before the doming
occurred. The dip slopes I'un down to the London Basin in the N and to the sea in
the S. The overall drainage system is still radial as originally initiated and, as the

84 Erojion landscapefeatum
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M OUNTAIN LANDSCAPE-EROSION LANDFORMS

rate of cutting down through the chalk hills of the rim has matched the rate of
erosion of the central area, the rivers now appear as though, in a quite startling

fashion, they had flowed straight at the chalk hills and breached them at the various
gaps. The combination of scarp and dip has been given the Spanish name 'cuesta';

land forms of this type are widespread in the world. When scarp and dip, due to the

slope of the strata, are approximately equal angled the resulting ridge is known as a
hog's back.

As the escarpment recedes really hard strata are left outstanding as lines of
crags, often seen in many parts of the world-for example: the gritstone and

limestone edges of N England, the limestone edges of the Cote d'Or and the
escarpments of the lower Seine Valley in France, and so on. All receive their share

ofattack by local climbers.

One of the most interesting mountain features produced by erosion is the
inselberg, or 'island mountain'. An early description was given in 1913 by Holmes
and Wray in the GeographicalJoumal, where they told of an exploratory journey in

the hinterland of Mozambique:

'Proceeding westwards from the coast, the country begins to be diversified with isolated
peaks or clusters of hills which arise abruptly from the surface of the plateau and exhibit
the most remarkable outlines. Within 30 miles of the coast these island mountains are not
numerous, and only rise a few hundred feet above the surrounding country. Further
inland, however, they gradually increase in numbers and bulk, until, assembled together
in picturesque chains or hurled up, peak upon peak in towering blocks of rugged gneiss,
they cooperate to form fantastic and impressive mountain systems, which arrest the
attention by the colossal scale of their daring architecture. The summits of the peaks are of
every conceivable shape, varying from gracefully rounded domes of smooth and naked
gneiss to irregular knobs and pinnacles ... The outlines approximate to smooth curves
above, dropping precipitously to the plateau surface below ... The most striking feature
lies in the abruptness of their discontinuity with the plateau.'

These are considered to be the remnants of considerable masses of resistant

rocks, like granite or gneiss, first isolated by the retreat of an escarpment, similar to

the formation of mesas and buttes as described above. Structural lines of weakness
are steeply inclined and the steep sides are maintained by exfoliation, or cracking

away of outer layers of the rock. The flat base is maintained and lowered by sheet
flooding which scours the surroundings in periods of high rainfall and removes all
the debris as well as eating away the plateau surface. Successive elevations of the

general land surface taking place at the same rate as the erosion process result in
continuing increase in the height of the rock masses above the base pediment.

Inselberg scenery, which sees its most spectacular development in the hills of
Mozambique and adjacent areas of Africa, seems to hold a surfeit of mountaineer

ing entertainment:

'The high wall of the Chika rises to nearly 4000 feet ... the Ribawe massiLreaches 5000
feet (here a remarkably straight line of cone shaped .hills runs NE to SW). Westwards from
Ribawe the inselberg scenery is less striking but the country becomes more rugged and
mountainous. Among the more prominent ranges are the Mluli, Mrupi and Rumuli
mountains each of which reaches 5000 feet above sea level.
'The Nampatiwa mountains are very conspicuous on account of their isolation and
precipitous sides, for they rise up practically sheer from the plateau surface to 6000 feet
above sea level. The I nago system is similar to that of Ribawe, but on a bolder and more
gigantic scale, the crowning peak rising to 6490 feet. The Namuli peaks are, however, the
most interesting group and in them one sees the finest scenery of the whole territory. The
culminating peak of the whole group is an unscaleable truncated cone, more strictly a
double cone, which reaches a height of 8050 feet.'
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MOUNTAIN LANDSCAPE-EROSION LANDFORM

The world has other, probably more famou in elbel-g . The triking ugarloaf
at Rio de Janeiro i one, now partly submerged by the sea; on the other hand,
Ayer's Rock and Mount alga in the interior of Australia now ri e from an arid
desert.

An isolated hill left behind because it rock i more resi tant than that of the
urrounding is often called a monadnock, after a mountain of that name in ew

Hamp hire, SA. Inselberg occur u ually in clusters where the ero ion condition
and the dip of the strata combine to produce this rather pecialized landform ; the
origins of a monadnock are a great deal more ca ual and diver e.

In mountain which owe their general fonn to earth movement, uch as the
major folding and uplift which produced the Alp, or the lesser folding which
produced theJura, the present hill-fonn till exhibit tremendous re ult ofero ion
action. The cutting back of cirque by ice action fonning steep-sided pinnacled
ridges on Alpine mountains, the carving of the c1u es which interconnect the main
fold valleys of the Jura, and 0 on-all these will be looked at in more detail in a
later article.

Kishtwar from the other side
Rob Collister

During Augu t 1977, GeofTCohen, Des Ruben and I travelled through the land of
Zanskar in Ladakh. (Previou Iy, GeofT and De had been for a 10-day walk in
Ka hmir, in the cour e of which they climbed a S OOm peak near the head of the
Wadwan valley). Starting from Kargil, on the bu route to Leh, we travelled pa t

un Kun and cro ed the Pensi La (4400m)-pas ing from a Moslem to a Buddhi t
culture in doing so-to reach Padam. The capital of Zan kar, Padam is till an
i olated little town, dependent on mule trains and a radio set for contact with the
out ide wodd, though a jeep road draws steadily nearer. from Padam, GeofT
returned to Srinagar, crossing the Umasi La (S300m) into Kishtwar on hi own. Des
and I put the baggage on a hor e and continued over the Shingo La (SlOOm) into
Lahoul, from where we caught a bu over the Rhotang La to Kulu. In all, we
walked about 200 mile.

In the earlier part of thi journay we pent a fortnight on the long Durung
Druny glacier in the E corner of the Kishtwar massif, easily reached from the
Pensi La. As far as we knew no one had been up this glacier before, but the
discovel]' of a poly bag, one day, made us wonder. Our enthusiasm for exploring
the upper reaches of the glacier was dampened by some frightening experiences
with cunningly concealed and poorly bridged crevasses, and climbing wa hindered
by consistently mediocre (though never violent) weather, the effect of the monsoon.

We climbed 2 new peaks, however. The first, about S600m, was 10 mile up the
glacier on the watershed of the Durung Drung and the Prul system. This we named
Viewpoint Peak; but as well as giving the view we sought it provided a thoroughly
enjoyable one day climb, mo tly on excellent rock. The second peak, Pt 6560 on the
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